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Modern cameras working in various spectral bands can be successfully applied in many areas of our lives.
Observational capabilities of modern cameras are widely utilized in the area of public security systems while mea-
surement functionalities of cameras are the domain of Machine Vision Systems used mainly in industry applications.
The development of vision techniques and data processing methods changed the perception of vision systems as
a multifunction, observation and measurement systems. Laser photography device, developed in the Institute of
Optoelectronics, Military University of Technology is an example of such imaging device. One of properties of
time-spatial framing method is the ability to perform complex spatial analysis of observed scene thanks to proper
control of acquisition parameters and metadata processing. This property can be very useful especially in real-time
spatial and geographic information systems. The paper presents theoretical applications of time-spatial framing
method and �rst experimental results.
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1. Introduction

Dynamic development of imaging techniques leads to
the growth of popularity of various cameras used in di�er-
ent areas of our lives. Image registration devices available
on the market o�er various functionalities which can be
divided into two groups � observation and measurement
functions.
Observation functionalities are mainly used in the pub-

lic safety applications e.g. open area monitoring. Mea-
surement functionalities are the domain of vision systems
working mainly in industry and science applications.
Thanks to rapid development of data imaging and

processing techniques, a camera can be regarded as an
observation�measurement device. An example of such
applications are area and satellite recognition (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Aero-photogrammetric terrain analysis (left �
satellite, right � area recognition).

A characteristic feature of this type of imaging infor-
mation is the relatively fast acquisition of the spatial in-
formation. The quality and usability of the information
can be described by two parameters: ground sampling
distance (GSD) and ground resolved distance (GRD).
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For fast estimation of information capabilities of imaging
information, the ten degree scale � national imagery in-
terpretability ratting scale (NIIRS) was introduced. This
scale is the unique tool for objective image measurement
and analysis.
From a point of view of imaging recognition, this sys-

tem is a very valuable tool, but the interpretation of
objects registered in the image visualized in vertical or
oblique projection is not a simple task (humans are used
to see the environment in the horizontal projection). If
there was a solution acquiring visual information about
objects in horizontal projection (including information
of distance to objects) it would become a very valuable
complement of all the tools used at the moment [1, 2].
A solution can be found amongst new imaging tech-

niques. An example of a camera with observation�
measurement properties is the laser photography device
(LPD) developed in the Institute of Optoelectronics, Mil-
itary University of Technology. One of properties of the
image acquisition method used in the LPD is the ability
to perform spatial analysis with various complexity, by
proper controlling of image acquisition parameters and
metadata processing.

2. Spatial framing

Commonly used cameras have the property that they
are able to de�ne only the angular �eld of view of spa-
tial imaging parameters. The values of this magnitude
are obviously a derivative of the sensor size and the pa-
rameters of the optical system. The problem to evaluate
the linear dimensions of objects can be solved with the
knowledge of the distance to the object. In the case of air
or satellite imaging, geometry of an object can be esti-
mated by knowing the altitude of the aircraft. In the case
of vision systems, one can use for example the informa-
tion of the distance from the object to the camera on the
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production line. In many cases, however, you need addi-
tional information, not directly derived from the object's
image registration device.

The classic photography does not provide the informa-
tion about the distance to the observed objects. A time
of �ight (ToF) camera can be a solution. An example of
a ToF camera is a laser photography device, which uses
time�spatial framing method [3]. Thanks to this image
acquisition method it is possible to precisely de�ne the
observation space (Fig. 2) by a few time and optics pa-
rameters.

Fig. 2. De�nition of observed space with the LPD.

Time parameters allow us to de�ne minimal and max-
imum distance to scene registered in an image. Optic
parameters are helpful to de�ne width and height of im-
age frame, thus objects presented in registered image can
include only these objects which satisfy speci�c spatial
conditions.

3. Spatial analysis of vision information

Air recognition systems or vision technical diagnostic
systems assume the distance to observed object. In case
of the LPD, the user is de�ning the distance to observed
scene. Measurement capabilities of the device and image
interpretation abilities depend not only on acquaintance
of time parameters of acquisition but also on many other
parameters. Only the result of analysis of various images
with external data can guarantee the correctness of inter-
pretation of scene registered in image frame. The exper-
imental device registers simultaneously both images and
metadata during image acquisition process. One can dis-
tinguish four groups of metadata: (a) time data; (b) spa-
tial data; (c) radiometric data; (d) spectral data.

Fig. 3. Geometry of frame registered using the LPD.

Fig. 4. Measurement scene positioning on map base.

Fig. 5. Example of automatic scene segmentation by
the LPD.

The key signi�cance of acquisition of spatial informa-
tion from images are mostly time and spatial data [4, 5].
Proper fusion of data and images make possible to

achieve below functionalities: (a) frame geometry de�-
nition (scene fragment parameters registered on image
� Fig. 3), (b) frame geolocalization in space (Fig. 4),
(c) scene autosegmentation (Fig. 5).

4. Tests

Development of the experimental laser photography
device allowed us to run many series of terrain tests.
Test whose results are presented below was realized in
the MUT area. The aim of the test was to scan the space
(various distances with constant depth of observation) in
selected direction.
Localization and direction of LPD observation are pre-

sented in Fig. 6.
Spatial parameters (distance and depth of observation)

of test series are presented in Fig. 7. For analysis pur-
poses, eight frames were selected.
Positioning of chosen frames on a base map are shown

in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 6. Tests localization in MUT.

Fig. 7. Test series parameters.

Fig. 8. Positioning of frames on a map.

Fig. 9. Example of vehicle positioning.

Fig. 10. Positioning of fencing elements.

Fig. 11. Vision analysis of green �ora identi�ed based
on satellite image.

Chosen elements of analysis are presented in the fol-
lowing �gures:
(a) visualization of vehicle in the parking zone with

metric net superimposed on the image (Fig. 9 � image
shows vehicles registered on satellite image); (b) a preci-
sion of positioning frames on a map (Fig. 10 � elements
of buildings � fencing), (c) visualization of trees and
bush (Fig. 11).

5. Summary

Thanks to the laser photography, it is possible to lead
observation not only of space on the distance de�ned by
a user, but also to measure a geometry of registered ob-
jects. These properties of the laser photography device
can be successfully applied in various systems of spa-
tial and geographic information operating in real-time
mode. Obviously, the area of operation of such infor-
mation systems would be considerably smaller than of
the air photogrammetry system (range would be limited
to single km). Fast update of information and easiness
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of interpretation are the undoubted advantages because
of the horizontal visualization of terrain objects. These
properties are especially useful in monitoring of open ar-
eas (critical management). Appropriate device/system
software (which have been already tested) can be auto-
matically updated with changing spatial situation. Vi-
sualization of imaging information can be realized using
augmented reality techniques. Teams using such imag-
ing information system can operate a tool o�ering signif-
icant possibilities of distributing information adapted to
human perception.
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